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Thesis

1. Manjit Singh, Efficiency Analysis of the Public Sector General Insurance Companies: A Comparative Study of Pre- and Post-Reform Period.
3. Financial performance analysis at the anise housing corporations in the state at Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, orissa and Haryana was made by B.R.Choyol in his study of financial management at state enterprises.

4. Dutts S.K wrote an article on “Indian tea industry an appraisal which was published in year march 1992. He analyzed profitability, liquidity and financial efficiency by using various ratio”

5. A case study of KDIIFV to analyze the return an investment was published in “The Indian journal of commerce” studied by K.N.Babu

6. Dr. D.K.Ghosh covered 18 companies having paid up capital Rs.50/- laces ire nine fridge overbid firm 1972 to 1996 in his study he analyzed income statements and balance sheets.

7. Dr. pramod kumar studied the Indian industries covering 17 sector, 5 state owned and 1 central public sector to analyze its profitability, financial structure, investment structure,

8. The dissertation of kacha geeta on analysis of financial statements of two Wheeler industries has attempted to study profitability and liquidity of selected companies using various ratios.

9. The most recent and pioneering work was done in the year 2002 by Dr. P.S Hirani on “Profitability analysis of paper industry”. For this study on profit measurement he has used various tools & techniques.

10. Financial performance evaluation of Godrej industries by jadeja indrajeetsinh D M.phil 2010 suarashtra university

12. Oil India Ltd and O.N.G.C ltd. A comparative study of financial analysis by sandip arora  m.phil 2005 Gujarat university


14. B. Shankaran has made a research regarding how “CIPLA” the pharmaceutical company could perform better financially than other Indian companies in his study under the title at “financial performance evaluation in India”

15. Shri Y.G.Rao has studies the financial aspects including operational performance and profitability at major ports in India under the title at “financial management in public undertaking “